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Abstract:
Cloud computing emphasis on using and underlying infrastructure in a much
efficient way. That’s why it is gaining immense importance in today’s industry. Like
every other field, cloud computing also has some key feature for estimating the
standard of working of every cloud provider. Elasticity is one of these key features.
The term elasticity in cloud computing is directly related to response time (a server
takes towards user request during resource providing and de-providing. With increase
in demand and a huge shift of industry towards cloud, the problem of handling user
requests also arisen. For a long time, the concept of virtualization held industry with
all its merits and demerits to handle multiple requests over cloud. Biggest disadvantage
of virtualization shown heavy load on underlying kernel or server but from past some
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decades an alternative technology emerges and get popular in a short time due to great
efficiency known as containerization. In this paper we will discuss about elasticity in
cloud, working of containers to see how it can help to improve elasticity in cloud for
this will using some tools for analyzing two technologies i.e. virtualization and
containerization. We will observe whether containers show less response time than
virtual machine. If yes that’s mean elasticity can be improved in cloud on larger scale
which may improve cloud efficiency to a large extent and will make cloud more eye
catching.
Keywords: Grid computing, Elasticity, Virtualization, Containerization, Docker
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Introduction:
Cloud computing is getting immense importance due to its demand and
availability of resources. Elasticity is the degree on which cloud paradigm is judged
from other earlier approaches like grid computing. With the advent of time cloud
computing has solved physical and maintenance cost of physical systems. It has many
key characteristics like multi-tenancy, reliability and rapid elasticity. Elasticity is one of
the main features defined from cloud service providers to compare cloud services.
Elasticity of a cloud computing system is referred as its “ability to contract overtime
over user demand". [1] Cloud works available in three service models IaaS, PaaS and
SaaS. Platform as a service provides vendors to develop their services online. Software
as a service provides users online services. Infrastructure as a service provides online
API’s and works on the physical layer of networks like physical resources, their
location, and data distribution over cloud, backup, scaling and security. Here
virtualization is used for managing requests according to demand with host OS. Both
hardware and software-based virtualization exist. Hypervisor runs virtual machines
and it pools services according to the customers demand. [2] Cloud computing has
overheads and constrains over flexibility and scalability especially when diverse users
with different needs wish to use cloud resources. To meet up such needs an alternative
to virtualization is gaining importance especially in micro-hosting services is containerbased solutions. [3] This enables bundling of applications and data in manner to deploy
applications easily and best utilization of available resources. Along with solving many
problems like dependency it also helps to improve response time in cloud that certainly
helps to lighten the servers and decrease response time as it removes extra layer of
host machine.
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Figure1: Hypervisor Vs Containerization
To optimize elasticity different approaches have been introduced. Previous
researched shows that technologies which use hypervisor face high performance
overheads that lessens performance Therefore a lighter approach being introduced
that is container based solution especially for micro hosting services. As in hypervisor
there is always an extra layer on top of the host OS that creates an extra burden while
resource provisioning and de-provisioning. While containers don’t create any host
layer but works in same OS and manage resources that enhance elasticity of system.
With the fame of cloud computing many IT service companies start shifting their
services over cloud. This is a big achievement in cloud technology but it also brings a
large number of users that leads to slowing down response time. But if there is latency
in services that user demand then clouds are of no use. As different users comes with
different needs and wants a rapid response. We should eradicate these hurdles. One
of these research paradigms is shifting services from hypervisor to container [4].
Container is an approach that completely demolishes an extra layer between core OS
whereas user service demand in virtualization. There are many techniques being
adopted in containerization like LXC, rkt, solarise etc. In this research we will deal
with Dockers. Dockers is an open source container engine that works in many other
products. It is the latest and most powerful container technology. Because it can work
with older servers and also can work with ship programs. Basically, Dockers has a
container HUB works like container repository. [5] Virtualization is creating virtual
version of something i.e. a server, network or storage devices. Infect it is a method for
using share resources by many companies and organization that are geographically
apart.
Elasticity:
Elasticity is one of main cloud performance measuring parameter. From other sciences
it has many definitions but in cloud it is the ability of a cloud to give sharp response
to consumers according to their need and demand. It is actually measuring of time that
takes by servers during scaling up and scaling down in provisioning and de-provision
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of resources when demand of user changes [6]. Cloud computing has become a
trademark for "on-demand" service providing as it has ability to change resource "on
the fly" by adding and removing them for handling load. It works on "pay as you go"
model rather you are using its infrastructure, platform or application. [7] Elasticity is a
model to check QoS quality of service in clouds. Cloud providers are free to add or
remove updates in their projects without any interruption on the fly. Available
resources for cloud users are unlimited and can purchase according to demand and
need at anytime. Normally elasticity of a system is associated with scalability but there
is a major difference between them. Scalability is associated with adding or removing
resources according to the variation of load. While elasticity is the ability of a system
to give response to consumer demands when resources are added or removed. [8]
Scalability is a time free notation while elasticity is time dependent. Elasticity is the
other name of system performance or matching its level of performance after
provisioning and de-provisioning of resources which is a fundamental cloud principle.
Hence In this thesis will discuss how important elasticity of the system is, what are
propose of elasticity improvement and how Docker container can help for improving
elasticity.[9] There are five main layers of network cloud which can reside which
include infrastructure, kernel, hardware, application and environment. [10] It is very
important to take an estimation of an average response time. In physics it is defined
as the physical property of a system to retain its original position after some stress
applied and response time against user request [11]. Here in cloud we term stress as a
load of network and strain is bearing ability or tackling [12].𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠⁄𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛In terms of
cloud it is defined as

𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
⁄𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
Cloud computing demand is measured in terms of GB this data is measured in terms
of memory, processing time and storage ability [13].
𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑝𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∗
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 + 𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦.
Change in it is calculated and measured in terms of resource allocation and de
allocation in view of system load and bandwidth.
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ =

(𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ + 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑔𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ)⁄
2

Another definition of elasticity in cloud computing is refer as “configurability and
expandability of resources” it means along with network bandwidth or system how
resource can migrate or shift during a single request handling, which is also very
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important. In other words, physical resources affect the elasticity. Therefore, we focus
on hardware virtualization, one main technology was VM but with passage of time and
its comparatively low response, time a new technology is introduced i.e.
containerization as an alternative to virtual machines.
Virtualization:
Virtualization plays a vital role in cloud computing. Normally users of cloud
share application over clouds but in actual they are sharing infrastructure [14]. Through
IT companies have reduced their cost to a large extent for example if you need to
update a software you don’t need to change it completely at every machine you just
have to release updated version over cloud and it reaches all over. [15] There are four
types of virtualization including hardware virtualization operating system
virtualization, and server virtualization, this paper is related to compare elasticity using
container virtualization which is a type of hardware virtualization.
Containerization:
Containerization is a method for packaging an application that it can run in an
isolated environment with its own dependencies. Many cloud provider companies use
container with its software choices like rkt, Dockers and Kubernetes. The name of
container is derived from shipping industry, in spite of shipping. Each good
individually a container ship different thing in a package. So container is a point that
can take goods in form of one unit. Similarly all applications of one process work
together in a container those are independent to others. [16] Mostly service providers
face the problem of underlying hardware resource in differences. An application runs
perfectly on one computer but get messy whenever shifted or migrated to other
structures. This issue mostly arises when shifting applications from one server or data
centre to other. This is due to the difference between machine environment,
underlying libraries, storage medium, security and network topologies.[17] By using
container technology this issue does not exist more as it works like a crane that picks
up all shipment as one unit and place them onto vehicles for transport. Container
technology carries not only software but also all libraries, binaries and configuration
files. It also helps to deploy software in a server.
How containers work:
Container is not a new paradigm in industry, rooted in LINUX long ago.
Recent form of container is advanced version of that technology it is quite easy to use
for general purpose for deploying applications and upgrading software over cloud. [18]
They also provide functionality of dividing big programs into smaller services known
as micro-services. Different containers work for these parts of services interact timely
and as a whole give result [19]. For faster and automate deployment in portable
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containers an open source project introduced Docker. Docker uses LXC with API of
kernel and application level. Both of them together run applications in an isolated
environment using their own CPU, memory, I/O, networks etc. Namespaces are used
for differentiation of process’s ID, network, process tree, file system and network [20].
Docker are created by using base images of OS. That includes basic ongoing
infrastructure and repositories in a sophisticated environment. During the building
often image in container every command takes a new action and creates a new layer
over the previous one. These commands can execute manually or docker files use for
automatic execution. [21] Every docker file is scripted having many commands to take
actions against every listed command on a base image and creates a new image. These
commands and images have full record of processes and provide every necessary
action for deploying applications from start to end. Container gives end users an
abstraction layer which makes each unit to work separately but in a collaboration
manner. [22] Each process which migrates from one machine to other shifted along
with all its own service routine on container, have separate process ID, network
routine and other API etc. [23]
Methodology:
This research is based on reducing service response time during resource
provision and de-provision. Through this the main hurdle of network load can be
improved. For this we take hardware virtualization and judged its functionality
thoroughly we observe that workload on servers got affected due to limitations of
virtual machines. Those limitations can be improved by using a technology ‘docker’.
By using this technology, we will improve the service response time toward user’s
requests. That in turn help to solve biggest issue of cloud technology is facing i.e.
handling user requests.
From previous discussion we see in detail that elasticity is main metrics for
measuring cloud QoS. There are many methods of improving elasticity, One of them
is lighting “Overlying OS”S so that response time can be lessened. Then we see
different types of virtualization and how Container based technology improved the
way of virtualization. In this research we will compare Virtual machines and Dockercontainer technology.
This paper contains two main parts one is about VM virtualization second is
container-based virtualization. We simulate the system by using two main software
including. "Azure Microsoft" and "Desktop Docker" along "data Dog". Their
configuration gives results and then compares results through graphs of CPU, I/O
and memory utilization analysis.
Data Dog (Docker-Container)
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Data Dog is an online monitoring tool for measuring CPU utilization,
Network traffic, resource allocation and their usage which covers SaaS based cloud
applications. It works for docker installed on native machine by creating an agent that
resides over the system and connect it with data dog server. Working with docker is
very easy. You just need to give command and it automatically pulls that specific
software or services over your system in an image form. That are a big advantage as it
is very light to have an image rather than that full software. It saves memory, and
maintaining cost.
Docker Desktop:
This version of docker is installed from docker Hub by creating an account.
This is specifically for window 10 or higher version. It help developers to create images
for creating lightweight virtual machines "container" that have a process and all of its
necessary dependencies. Docker follow client-server mechanism and a remote API
for creating images and run applications over it [29]. Docker container relationship is
same like object and class. Docker have following instances in it.
Docker Images: It is like an empty vessel which provides complete environment for
creating Docker containers in it.
Docker Container: A virtual machine instance flourishing according to the
instruction created in Docker image.
Docker Client: Applications or other users that take advantage of container over the
cloud and communicate with docker.
Docker Host: Virtual machine that is running in container for handling and managing
API’s.
Docker Machine: A manager that mange docker hosts rather running on localhost
or far apart over cloud.
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Figure 2: Docker-Container structure
Microsoft_AZURE (VM-virtualization)
It is second part of our research i.e. virtual machine based virtualization. In
this we used online Microsoft Windows Azure SaaS based platform. We created an
online virtual machine then linked it with cloud platform provided by Azure. Then
created a dashboard for observing its working and different metrics. Here was
whole process of creating VM and linked it with cloud and system. This observation
was for same time as by data Dog i.e. 14 days. First we created an online account
for getting Azure services then choose windows VM creation tab and started
building VM. its specifications and checked simulation results after some time.
Results and Discussion:
By using both of these technology docker-container for containerization and
Microsoft-azure for windows we will compare results in terms of response time, I/O
network, memory, latency.
Memory:
A fix memory was assigned in our experiment and created a specific 17GB fix
memory in machine. It was mounted means whereas no other services can be used in
this area was spite of fact it is free or in use. That’s why system having virtual machine
needs more time to load. On the other hand containers don’t need a fix amount of
memory. It just reside in specific require memory along with all their dependencies
and ship accordingly. This is why containers are considered as light weight processes
and have a big advantage over virtual machines. In our experiment it just uses 52MB
of memory.

Figure 3: Container Memory Utilization
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Network:
System I/O is also very important as it monitors the total load variations in
the system. It is divided into two main parts to input traffic i.e. user request and system
output in the form of user response. As our research work is done on personal
computer that’s why traffic load was not so high. Following are use case scenario
showings an average overview of system traffic bytes sent and received.

Figure 4: Network Load
CPU Usage:
CPU usage in a system is considered as the trademark for how well the system is
showing benefit of processor, if CPU is idle most of the time that means system
efficiency is poor and vice versa. The term CPU percentage directly relate the current
working of the processor. For example, if the CPU usage percentage is 100% it means
system is working at its best in that current working time period. But yes the thought
of diversity of workload can’t be ignored in it. So, maximum CPU usage is a sign of a
good system working. In this scenario, performance of container is better on average
than that of VM based virtualization. It can be observed by both of these graphs
provided. On average trail system is working better over a period of 14 days. This
observation was for one-hour network traffic and workload was also low. Table 1
shows that Dog CPU-usage percentage varies from 0.53% to 31.6% and on average it
was 6.24%. On the other hand VM-virtualization wasted a lot of time in context
switching from host to native server on average that is observed in my created
environment it is 4.72%on average.
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Table 1: CPU Usage

Number

Technology

Avg

Min

Max

percentage

percentage

percentage

1

Containerization

6.24%

.53%

31.6%

2

Virtualization

4.72%

.37%

27.54%

Following are the relative graphs shown in result of simulation. Fig 5 shows
results of Azure-Microsoft dashboard. In which x-axis shows time duration and y-axis
percentage of CPU utilization over a specific time period.

Figure 5: VM_CPU Usage
Fig 6 shows results of container based experiment on average usage of CPU. This
result was taken by data dog dashboard which we set for container work monitoring
in our system by creating an agent. This graph has time along x-axis and percentage
on y-axis.
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Figure 6: Container_CPU usage
An ideal system used maximum resources and from table and graph it is clear that
containers utilize CPU as other part of system also use resources in spite of that idle
one situation happens in case of virtual machines.
System Latency:
In cloud computing latency means the delay of response between service
provider and client request. In other words it means how much a system is efficient to
deal with system load during resource providing. It directly relates to elasticity of a
system as main topic of our research. Latency of a system depicts the need of vertical
or horizontal scaling according to the need and demand of user requests. [26] Elasticity
is directly proportional to the latency. A system is more elastic if it can handle requests
rapidly. We observed in detail how docker reduces time as it removes an abstract layer
of virtual machine. That is an extra overhead and load to native kernel machine. It also
removes many dependencies.[33] It can be seen by following results shown in Table 2
latency change from 20msto 56ms, while at docker it varies from 10ms to 44ms.
Table 2: System Latency
Number

Technology

Avg Time

Min Time

Max Time

1

Containerization

44ms

15ms

49ms

2

Virtualization

48ms

20ms

56ms

Finally, it is clear that docker based virtualization is more elastic than that of
VM. Difference is smaller as it has less network flow on PC, whereby large-scale
difference is quite impressing. Following are graphs that shows result of dashboard of
both Microsoft-Azure and datadog dashboard having time duration of observation
along x-axis and response time of system along y-axis.

Figure 7: VM- System Latency
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Figure 8: Container-System Latency
From Table 2 and Fig 7, 8 it is clear that response time of container based
technology is short as a result elasticity of system improves.
Conclusion:
As we discussed, that the worth of a cloud infrastructure elasticity is very much
important. There are many methods to improve elasticity one of them is hardware
virtualization. Traditionally, it has only one method that was to create virtual machines
over host machine but from some past decades a new technology gained much
importance i.e., containerization etc. The main point of our thesis was to prove that
using docker technology we can enhance elasticity of a cloud. Docker is a tool for
creating containers in host server that diminishes an extra layer in server during
resource provisioning and de-provisioning. It improves response time of system.
Elasticity is main measure in cloud industry. You can refer it as a key point for checking
integrity of a system. In our research we proved that a new technology that is
flourishing so rapidly directly affects elasticity. Whenever response time improves,
users request fulfilled faster. For this we use docker technology which doesn’t create
an extra layer over kernel and works like in a same OS which removes many
dependencies and overhead. Which increases the response time? In future, we hope
to apply docker technology for more improvement in cloud infrastructure, and security
improvement which is still an open question in industry. Although container uses a
whole separate group, for handling processes but there are some open issues still need
to be discussed. Moreover, we hope to check more parameters on the basis of docker
container for cloud improvement when system load change on a large scale, I/O
control etc.
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